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• Please stress that medical illness in pre-hospital care is common & that 
comorbidity is also common throughout the population (particularly the elderly).
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• These will all be covered in the session with an emphasis on the specifics of pre-
hospital management.
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• This part of the session will focus on anaphylaxis but starts from the perspective 
that whilst anaphylaxis is a severe systemic allergic reaction, many allergies do not 
progress to anaphylaxis.

• In event medicine it is not uncommon for a patient to present claiming 
anaphylaxis when they mean allergy or for first aiders to misinterpret 
swelling due to allergy.
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• Emphasis the systemic effects of anaphylaxis and how the presentation can quickly 
escalate.
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• A two-stage slide:
• The first line treatments appear first and the secondary drugs appear on 

the next click of the mouse.
• As a caution, mention biphasic anaphylaxis & the need for close surveillance of 

those who respond to treatment for some hours to ensure their onward well 
being. The anaphylaxis campagn recommends that the discharge of a post-
anaphylaxis patient should include a adrenaline autoinjector.
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• Please emphasis that individuals fitting this profile can be in denial regarding the 
severity of their illness and the risks that they take in delaying starting treatment.
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• Not all asthmatic patients recognise the potential severity of their disease.
• It is important for the clinician to accurately assess the severity of the asthma 

attack both in regards of treatment and onward management of the patient.
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• Sepsis is one of the current ‘hot’ topics and this is driven by the work of the UK 
Sepsis Trust. 

• For many clinicians there are concerns regarding over-triaging of patients 
into a sepsis pathway, however, delay where it is introduced is not time 
that can be regained.
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• Emphasis that the pre-alert will happen via ambulance control.
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• Emphasis that pre-hospital use of antibiotics needs to be focused on those 
patients detailed in the slide.

• The primary focus has to be early transfer of the patient concurrent with 
immediate pre-hospital treatment.
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The next slide introduces the hypoglycaemic conditions.
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• Emphasis that in the pre-hospital environment the treatment principles are the 
same whatever the cause.
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• NB. the acetone smelling breath and Kussmaul’s respirations will be seen in DKA 
and not in HONK.

• Whilst DKA is associated with CGGs of above 11 mmol/L coma is associated with 
level in the mid 20s and higher.
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• Do not dwell on this slide, it simply illustrates the definitions of the relevant 
terminology.
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• In managing heat stroke the target temperature is 38.5 so as not to enthusiastically 
transfer the patient into hypothermia with aggressive cooling methods.

• Active cooling measures include:

• Evaporative cooling: water spray & 
fanning is the first line treatment. If 
ineffective progress to 
• Cold water immersion: cover the 

patient with cold towels which 
should be changed frequently. 

• If available external cooling 
jackets may be used
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• Cold IV fluids: Should be avoided 
unless on-scene measurement of 
serum sodium levels is available
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